THE MOTHER: This forum will observe one week of Silence on Self, one week ...

Jagbir Singh <s.jagbir@gmail.com>
To: AADHA AKASH <the.great.conjunction.2020.12.21@gmail.com>

This forum will observe one week of Silence on Self, one week of Silence on The Mother, one week of Silence on yourSelf, one week of Silence on Her Son, as Ganesha and as Jesus, as the Alpha and the Omega, as the First and the Last, as the Mooladhara and the Agnya, as the Big Bang beginning and the End Times eternity. (November 30, 2021)

November 30, 2021

My Maha Pranaam to Shruti for this supreme Vidya (Knowledge) that destroys all ignorance, all arrogance, all delusion, all illusion, all deaths, all rebirths, all desires, all religions, all gurus, all parasite priests, and bestows eternal life on Earth for those who have ears that hear in the Age that has Come and are seeking salvation and shelter at the Lotus Feet of The Mother, the Self in all beings.

That it came on a Tuesday—on Sunshine’s advice yesterday for the first thing to do every morning, and I started listening to the 1.11.11 long Ganesha mantra—continues to demonstrate the destruction of all delusion by the Son of The Mother, as Ganesha and as Jesus, “the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End.”

This forum will observe one week of Silence on Self, one week of Silence on The Mother, one week of Silence on yourSelf.
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